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MAINTENANCE TENDER SPECIFICATION No 4
THE BIGGEN HERITAGE AREA, DUXFORD

1 APRIL 2020 TO 31 MARCH 2023

OUTLINE

The area known as ‘The Biggen’ is located between the cul-de-sac of bungalows of the same 
name and the River Granta.   It is a recognised historic site recorded by English Heritage.   Access 
is gained to the site via the entrance / footpath in Hinxton Road.  Trees on site do not form part of 
this contract, but any damaged or diseased trees should be reported to the Clerk.  

The maintenance programme is intended to maximise the biodiversity of the site whilst allowing 
access via footpaths through regular mowing.   

The dual purpose dog-waste/litter bin at the entrance to the site is emptied by South 
Cambridgeshire District Council and does not form part of this contract.

English Heritage requires that new vegetation, such as saplings etc, be prevented from 
growing so that historical artefacts that may lie below the soil surface are not disturbed.   
No digging must take place whatsoever and burrowing animals are to be deterred. 
(Confirmed during visit by Historic England 28/7/16)   

SCOPE OF WORKS

It is envisaged that the maintenance programme will consist of the following scope of works, albeit 
the Parish Council will be guided by the tenderer's recommendations:-

1. To complete eight (8) visits to mow pathways and cut back self-seeded saplings around the 
site, leaving other areas to grow unchecked during the growing season. 

2. To strim the long meadow areas towards the end of the year – this action should help to 
prevent self-seeded saplings from taking hold (e.g. elder, sycamore).  

3. To complete monthly visits throughout the year for litter clearance and general inspection 
and tidying.

4. To keep the entrance pathway mown and free from branches, brambles and shrubs which 
may cause obstruction and to remove these from site.

5. To remove invasive plants (e.g. Himalayan Balsam) as soon as possible to avoid spreading.

6. To notify the Clerk of any damage (to trees or otherwise) and dangerous items found on 
site.
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